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1. Abstract
The dynamical origin of the spectral and auto-correlation structure of annular variability in the troposphere is investigated 
by a deductive approach. Specifically, the structure of the power spectrum and auto-correlation function of the zonal mean 
geopotential is analysed, for the case of a quasi-geostrophic spherical atmosphere subject to a white noise mechanical forcing 
applied in a single Hough mode and concentrated at a particular level in the vertical, with vertically uniform Newtonian cooling 
and Rayleigh drag concentrated at a rigid lower boundary. Analytic expressions for the power spectrum are presented together 
with expressions for an approximate red noise, i.e. a Lorentzian shaped power spectrum. It is found that for an infinitely deep 
atmosphere the power spectrum can be well approximated by a red noise process for the first few Hough modes (associated 
with large Rossby heights), provided the distance from the forcing is not larger than about one Rossby height. When a 
frictional rigid lower boundary is included, however, the approximation is generally bad. The high-frequency part of the power 
spectrum exhibits near exponential behaviour and the auto-correlation function shows a transition from a rapid decay at short 
lags to a much slower decay at longer lags, if the thermal and mechanical damping timescales are sufficiently well separated. 
Since observed annular variability exhibits the same characteristics, the above results lead to the hypothesis that these 
characteristics may, to some extent, be intrinsic to the linear zonal mean response problem––although the need for an 
additional contribution from eddy feedbacks is also implied by the results.
2. Structure of analytic solution
3. Idealized tropospheric scenario
Examples for Hough mode n=4 (for which H ~ H
R
), an isotherm. atmosph. at 240 K (i.e. H=7km, N2=4x10-4s-2),
α-1 = 20 days, κ
b
-1 = 1 day. =  true, =  red noise approximation
Fig. 1: Infinitely deep atmosphere:
● within a distance of about one Rossby height, red noise
approx. provides good fit to spectrum and ACF (timescale)
● at larger distance, red noise approx. underestimates the
variance at intermediate frequencies
underestimation of width of zero freq. spectral peak
overestimation of width of lag-zero ACF peak
red noise timescales too long
ACF increasingly differs from an exponential decay
Fig. 2: Frictional rigid lower boundary at z
b
 = 0:
● only very near forcing, red noise approx. provides good fit
● away from forcing red noise approx. overestimates
variance at intermediate frequencies
● ACF far from exponential behaviour
distinct timescale behav. (superpos. of 2 components)
rapid decay at short lags (fast component)
slow decay at long lags (slow component)
decorrel. timescale exhibits sudden jump with height
Fig. 3: Complex solution [Eq. (1)] for case of Fig. 2:
● top row shows full solution including thermal damping
● bottom row shows thermally undamped component (α = 0)
● ratio of fast to slow comp. decreases with height (diff. Λ's)
freq. = 0.5, 0.04, 0 day-1
Fig. 4: As Fig. 2, but with boundary at z
b 
= -3H
● effect of boundary is weak, relev. only near boundary itself
● maximum in timescale between forcing and boundary









4. Conclusions & Outlook
Example with two forcings, located at:
(a) z = 0 km representing near surface eddy forcing (mainly vertical EP-flux div.)
(b) z = 8 km representing upper trop. momentum forcing (mainly horizontal EP-flux div.)
with, for simplicity:
● equal amplitudes and equal spectral properties, i.e. both white noise or both weakly red noise (τ = 1 day)
● perfectly correlated in time (i.e., power spectrum obtained from sum of the two solutions),
but similar results when assuming fully anti-correlated or uncorrelated forcings
Parameter setting as before, except for H = 8 km and N2 = 1.5 x 10-4 s-2, with lower boundary (LB) at z
b
 = 0
                 =  white forcing, no LB,                     =  white forcing, with LB,                      =  red forcing, with LB
Fig. 5: Superposition of two forcings:
● thick lines: full solution (at z = 5 km), thin lines: barotr. comp.
● without frictional rigid lower boundary
Lorentzian shaped power spectrum at low to high freq.
slowly decaying ACF, with long decorrel. timescale
● with frictional rigid lower boundary
near exponential power spectrum at high freq.
ACF exhibits distinct timescale behav., faster decay
● with additionally weakly red forcing (τ = 1 day)
increased slope of near exponential power spectrum
ACF decays slower at very short lags
● variance of full solution at z = 5 km
almost entirely expl. by barotr. comp.
● ACF of barotropic comp. with frictional rigid lower boundary and weakly red forcing (thin black in Fig. 5c)
virtually identical to observed winter NAM ACF (as presented by Osprey and Ambaum, 2011, GRL)
● However, ACF of full solution changes shape across trop. levels, specifically
ratio of fast to slow component decreases with height – in contrast to observed NAM ACF
● Baroclinic eddy feedback may be expected to quickly remove baroclinic zonal mean flow component
although not clear how the associated additional forcing would further impact the ACF structure
● Also, phase spectrum (between forcing and zonal mean response) differs from the observed one
exhibits secondary minimum at intermed. freq. (cf. Fig. 3b,c), but incr. monotonically in observations
● Dynamics of zonal mean secondary circul. contrib., to some extent, to obs. NAM spectral/ACF structure
● However, discrepancies in terms of vertical structure and phase relationship
resolved possibly by additional effect of eddy feedb. – neglected here, but known to exist in atmosph.
● Investigate actual relevance of above mechanism for observed annular variability in the troposphere
apply QG inversion method (K&G 2013, JAS) to check consist. of ERA-40 NAM forc. with above mech.
